International
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the World
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The reasons
I am passionate
about curbing
climate change!
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“I hate
the earth, Mom”
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It takes a village to save the earth

My agenda today:
▶ What is happening internationally: UN
Climate Change Conferences in Paris,
Germany and Poland
▶ Takeaways from the UN climate conferences:
Urgency, momentum, local implementation!
▶ What is happening in the U.S.: National, state
and local governments
▶ What we do in our corner of the world is
essential for climate change

UN Climate Change Conferences
COP23 in 2017 and COP24 in 2018
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PARIS AGREEMENT
▶ Paris goal: limit
global warming
to 2°C
▶ 184 countries
ratified

▶ New UN IPCC
scientific report:
limit global warming
to 1.5 °C
▶ Now at 1°C

▶ 2020 Reckoning
▶ Assess progress,
commit to more
ambitious goals

The 2015 Paris Agreement: COP21
▶ Limit global temp increase to well below 2°C
▶ Limit greenhouse gas emissions
▶ 196 parties negotiated in Paris at COP21
▶ Each country sets its Nationally Determined
Contribution (NDC)

The annual UN Climate Change
Conferences
▶ Two zones:
● Formal negotiations
● High-level talks and “side events”
▶ Attendees:
● Diplomats/negotiators
● Civil society “observers” i.e.
industry, nonprofits, youth
activists, sub-national governments

US LWV at the 2017 & 2018
UN Climate Change Conferences
▶ 9 LWV delegates to UN climate change
conferences Nov 2017 and Dec 2018
▶ LWV is active on climate change issues
through
● UN delegation
● Voting rights
▶ League of Women Voters Wilmette and
Evanston
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Goals at COP24 (Paris 2.0)
Katowice, Poland December 2018
1.

2.

3.

Complete the “Rulebook” (Regulations for Paris
Agreement)
YES, but emissions trading is incomplete
Increase reliable financing
YES, but enormous challenges for
under-funded countries
Increase “ambitions” for 2020 NDCs and
reckoning
YES, but goals may not be sufficient to
address urgency
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The Americans Showed Up
▶ U.S. is still in the Paris
Agreement
▶ Our career diplomats negotiated
the Rulebook
▶ U.S. federal government held
formal, pro-fossil fuel events
Protestors rallied and walked out
▶ Business, state & local
governments, and nonprofits
showed strong support for the
Paris Agreement

Businesses at UN Climate Change
Conferences

– Brad Smith, Microsoft President
“Microsoft announced its 75% carbon
reduction pledge (that puts us) on a
path to meet the goals set in the Paris
Agreement.”

Xcel Energy, the largest U.S. utility,
announced its plan to be
carbon-neutral by 2050.

– Bertrand Piccard, Swiss
entrepreneur, built and flew solar
plane around the world
“Tackling climate change is a
profitable opportunity rather than
an expensive problem, and the
return on investment can be made
today.”
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State & Local Leaders at
UN Climate Change Conferences

– Katrin Stjernfeldt Jammeh
Mayor of Malmo, Sweden

– Jerry Brown
Former CA Governor

– Arnold Schwarzenegger
Former CA Governor

“Every decision our city makes
considers climate impact.”

“This is a battle every day. Never
stop.”

“State and local governments control
70% of US emissions, so most climate
action will occur at local and
regional levels.”

Brown held a Sept 2018 climate
summit for sub-state actors.
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Inspiration at UN Climate Change Conferences

– Jennifer Morgan, Executive
Director of Greenpeace
“If every country understood,
they would immediately commit
to 100% renewable energy. At
stake is whether humanity can
rise to who we are at our very
core.
There is nowhere to hide.”

- Sze Ping Lo, CEO for WWF China
“Time is really running out and it
is time to come together for the
survival of our people and our
planet.”
Will humans be an endangered
species?

– H.E. Mohamed Nasheed, Maldives Former
President, at Climate Vulnerable Forum
“We are still begging big polluters to stop
on ethical grounds. Instead we should ask
big emitters to invest so much in clean
energy, they will stop investing in and using
fossil fuels....
Let us make clean energy a blueprint for our
survival.”

We are all in this together

Climate Justice

– Bidhya Devi Bhandari, President of
Nepal
"We feel as if we have been
penalized for the mistakes we never
made… It is incumbent upon the
international community to ensure
that justice be done.”

– Titi Akosa, Executive Director of
Centre for 21st Century Issues,
Nigeria

– Minister Emmanuel De Guzman,

“Women in their communities are
expert at their own issues.
Government must listen to us. If
they don’t listen to us, they will
never solve the issues.“

“Enough of politics. Believe science.
Note the extinction of the
vulnerables. We need to rouse the
leaders at this COP from slumber
and minutiae.”

Vice Chair, Philippines Climate
Change Commission

Climate check: Where are we now?
▶ Now: 1°C (1.8°F) warming from
pre-industrial levels
▶ 2015 Paris Agreement: Max 2°C (3.6°
F) warming; strive for 1.5°C
▶ Current Paris Agreement
commitments: Will reach 3°C warming
by the end of the century

UN Scientific Climate Report:
Over 1.5°C warming is too hot
▶ UN IPCC Special Report: Global Warming of
1.5°C, published Oct 2018
● Now: We are at 1.0°C warming
● At 1.5°C warming, super-storms, climate
migration and disruption of human life
will be increasingly chaotic
This is now a given
▶ In the 2015 Paris Agreement, we thought
2°C would be acceptable

What we know from 2018 UN Scientific
Climate Report vs. 2015 Paris Agreement
Extreme heat waves at least every once every five years
1.5°C: About 14% of world population: This is now a given
2°C: About 37% of world population
Arctic summer sea ice melting
1.5°C: Arctic sea ice will remain during most summers:
This is now a given
2°C: Ice-free summers are 10 times more likely

What we know from 2018 UN Scientific
Climate Report vs. 2015 Paris Agreement
Coral reefs
1.5°C: Very frequent mass mortalities: This is now a given
2°C: Coral reefs mostly disappear
Increase in urban extreme water shortages
1.5°C: +350 million people worldwide: This is now a given
2°C: +411 million people worldwide

Can we stay under 2°C warming?

We can stay under 2°C warming: Only
if we cut emissions 45% in 12 years
▶ We must massively change the world economy
& human behavior within 12 years to reduce
emissions by 45% from 2010 levels
▶ Eliminate emissions by 2050 to carbon neutral
● Urgent climate deadline!
● 12-year deadline to cut emissions in half!
● 32-year deadline to net zero!

2018 COP24: “Welcoming” the UN
IPCC Global Warming of 1.5ºC Report
▶ “Welcoming” the scientific report is akin to agreeing that
the world must stay under 1.5ºC warming
▶ U.S., Russia, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait would not welcome
“There are 196 countries in the UN. 192 countries agree.
We are just talking about 4 countries that are taking us
hostage.”
– Minister David Paul, Marshall Islands

My primary takeaways from the
UN Climate Conferences
▶ Energy and Excitement
▶ Local is where solutions
will happen = you can make
a difference
▶ No action is too small, and
no action is big enough
▶ Urgency: 12 years to cut
emissions 45%; carbon
neutral by 2050
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U.S. 4th National Climate
Assessment, November 2018
▶ Historically aggressive bipartisan
environmental policies
President George H.W. Bush signed a
1990 law requiring National Climate
Assessments every four years
▶ U.S. at risk: Communities, economy, water,
health, Indigenous peoples, ecosystems,
agriculture, infrastructure, oceans & coasts,
tourism & recreation

What is the U.S. doing on climate?
Green New Deal resolution in Congress:
▶ 100% renewable and zero-emission
energy
▶ Energy-efficient, distributed & smart
power grids, and affordable electricity
▶ All buildings in the U.S.: energy
efficient, water efficient, safe,
affordable
▶ Transportation systems to eliminate
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions

What are states doing on climate?
▶ U.S. Climate Alliance: Illinois just joined
and we have 21 member states!
● Commitment to urgently address
climate change
● Advance Paris Agreement goals and
reduce emissions by at least 26-28%
below 2005 levels by 2025
▶ Coastal states: transportation, buildings
as top GHG emitters

Illinois unveiled new legislation today
▶ 100% renewable energy by 2050
▶ Jobs and environmental justice:
working with labor,
under-represented communities
▶ Decarbonizing electricity
▶ Electrifying transportation
▶ Empowering local communities to
develop Energy/Climate Plans
and local investment in the
environment and jobs

What are local governments doing?
▶ Municipalities worldwide are
essential to Paris Agreement
implementation
▶ Cities are joining coalitions and
creating environmental plans,
including Wilmette
▶ Mayoral Climate Summits
▶ Chicago: 100% renewable energy
by 2035 for the entire city
▶ Ready for 100
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What is Wilmette
doing now on climate?
▶ RainReady grants to reduce the
rain entering sewers
▶ Tree City USA since 1983
▶ Going Green Matters annual fair
▶ Community solar project
▶ Coal tar sealants ban
▶ Active transportation

Wilmette passed two environmental
resolutions in 2018
▶ Committing President Bielinski to
join Climate Mayors, a network of
U.S. mayors taking action on climate
change in communities
▶ Endorsing the Greenest Region
Compact (GRC2) and tasking the
Wilmette EEC with developing an
environmental plan
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GRC2 Sustainability Plan Categories
Climate &
Air Quality

Economic
Development

Energy

Land

Waste &
Recycling

Municipal
Operations

Water

Mobility

Sustainable
Communities

Leadership
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Wilmette Next Steps:
Key Climate Actions
▶ Vote: April 2 local election; early
voting starts March 18
▶ Get involved in developing local
environmental measures
▶ Call/email local, state & federal
representatives
▶ Amplify your voice: Join LWV, Go
Green Wilmette & organizations
with environmental actions
Photos by Michele Thorne & Rebecca Boyd

Is it going to be expensive?
▶ The exorbitant cost of climate procrastination:
● Flooding, agriculture shortages, fires,
superstorms, higher prices at the stores
● Moral rather than monetary choice: scientific,
catastrophic climate change projections
▶ The costs of climate saving:
● No $ excuses: Some measures will save
money, short term and/or long term
● Avoided costs: Infrastructure, flooding,
super-storms, property value, prices on food
and goods, agriculture

“We are making the single most important moral
choice in the entire history of humanity. Will we
create conditions that future generations will
describe as hell on earth?
Will we ask those of us who come after us to
remember what we did and did not do, as bearing
the responsibility for their lives here on earth?
They will, and there are two possibilities. One is
they will look back with regret and anger and ask
why we did not act when so much was at stake.
The other possibility is they will look back and ask
how we found the moral courage despite all the
obstacles that face us.”
- Al Gore

Today’s Takeaways
1. Urgency: UN IPCC scientific report: World has 12 years to
stay under 1.5°C and avoid climate catastrophe
● 12-Year deadline to cut emissions in half
● 32-Year deadline to cut emissions to net zero
2. Local action is essential = you can make a difference
States/towns must commit to address climate change
3. No action is too small, and no action is big enough
4. We still have time: We have the technology, but do we
have the human will?
5. We can do it: We have momentum and will here and now

Thank you!

